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Back Of The Book: 

Through good luck and healthy cowardice, Misty has survived the earthquakes that have torn the 

world apart, but has no skills to speak of. Or so she thinks. She does have blood, and someone must 

feed the vampire who has offered his protection and strength in exchange for sustenance. Feeding 

Ivan is a priority, and Misty finally serves a purpose. But when she awakens tied to his bed, an 

unwilling gift to Ivan from the townspeople, she discovers he has hungers other than blood. 

Hungers he expects her to satisfy in the most carnal manner. Under his seductive persuasion Misty 

discovers she has the power to sustain Ivan in all ways, while experiencing unspeakable pleasure 

herself. 

 

First Line: 

“I’ll do it,” I said. 

And there I was—standing up in our circle of folding chairs before I realized I’d made the decision. 
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Teaser: 

“But blood isn’t all you want from me.” I said it steadily and clear, proud of myself for that, even if 

it was a Captain Obvious statement. 

“No,” he replied, that naked avidity filling his face. “No—that is non-negotiable. I will have all of 

you. I’ll give you health, security, safety. Happiness, possibly. Everything in my power to give. But 

in return, I’ll have everything—your pain, your desire. Every last shuddering gasp and drop of 

you.” 

 

 

Plot: 

Feeding The Vampire is a solid good fifteen minute read that gave me exactly what I needed. The 

thrill of the forbidden desire and the erotic excitement from uncovering the lust that being loved by 

a vampire always delivers. This story is proof that all creatures want to be accepted and be useful to 

others around them. With the world on the brink of total self destruction, Misty is living on the edge 

of being shunned from a community barely surviving in the destruction. Unable to provide anything 

of worth to those around her she finally discovers one thing that she can do that no other has the 

guts to do-she can feed the new vampire ousted from hiding after the ravaging earthquakes hit. His 

promise in return,...provide his strength to help protect this fragile community and help them 

rebuild their town. Though their union forced, that quickly turns into a relationship were one needs 

the other, where one finds the strength in the other and together make a team that will survive 

the apocalypse. Ivan teaches Misty the pure decadence of pleasure and passion, the fine line 

between pain and pleasure. With a light BDSM scene and a great ending, Feeding the Vampire was 

the perfect read to wrap up an equally great day for me.  
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Writing: 

This is my first book by Jeffe Kennedy and I found her style to be refreshing. Written in first 

person, she did a great job capturing the emotions of not only the main character but also Ivan, the 

very hungry and sensual vampire. 

 

Summary: 
Feeding the Vampire is a quick paranormal romance that is a sensual and tasty treat that is perfect to 

pass any time of day!  

 

 
Thank you for stopping in and reading my review for Jeffe Kennedy’s Feeding the Vampire! Please stop by 

Bookin’ It Reviews to catch more reviews, book giveaways, freebie downloads, tips on writing and so much 

more! 
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